
Tableau mixed media Casa Granada
Instructions No. 2514
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 6 Hours

Mixed media stands for a work of art that has been created using different materials and techniques. In our example, we
create a beautiful window scene on a stretcher frame. The finished picture is a jewel on your wall.

So wird der Keilrahmen gestaltet:
Glue the straw silk to the stretcher with the Colla Velo. After drying, match the rest of the picture to the motif with the acrylic paints.

Use the stencil and the white crackle paste to add special accents. These parts are also colour-matched after drying.

Apply a thick coat of the transparent Glossy Gel to the entire window section and allow to dry thoroughly. Cut out the corresponding window motif from the
motif block, coat it with the matt varnish and, after drying, curve it slightly on the sides for a great 3D effect. Coat the "glass parts" of the motif with the
transparent crackle paste for a real window look.

Glue the window onto the part of the stretcher that has been padded with Glossy Gel.

Mix the Ceramic Powder according to the instructions on the packet and pour it into the mould. When dry, dab with acrylic colours and accentuate a little with
Patina anticante or Cerantica metallic.

Glue onto the stretcher.

Cut out tags from the motif block, also paint them with the matt varnish and then paint the edges with Patina anticante and Cerantica metallic. Punch holes
and thread a metallic cord through them. Apply the tags with 3D adhesive pads, run the strings over the upper edge of the stretcher frame and glue them to the
back.



Article number Article name Qty
18141 Stamperia "Mix Media Glue" 1
841283 VBS Stretched canvas 24 x 30 cm 1
18134 Stamperia "Varnish"Matt 1
17837 Scrapbook block "Casa Granada" 1
17833 Motif straw silk "Summer house" 1
17922 Stencil "Casa Granada" 1
18148 Stamperia "Glossy Gel", Transparent 1
18145 Stamperia "Ceramic Powder - Stone effect" 1
18142 Stamperia "Colla Velo" 1
18101 Stamperia "Allegro Acrylic"White 1
18137 Stamperia "Cracklé Paste" Transparent 1
18136 Stamperia "Cracklé Paste" White 1
18129 Stamperia "Glamour Paste"Gold 1
18125 Stamperia "Cerantica"Metallic-Gold 1
18119 Stamperia "Patina Anticante"Bronze 1
18104 Stamperia "Allegro Acrylic"Cookie 1
18103 Stamperia "Allegro Acrylic"Cappuccino 1
18109 Stamperia "Allegro Acrylic"Turtle Dove 1
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